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SURVEY ON THE KAKUTANI PROBLEM IN P-ADIC ANALYSIS II

ALAIN ESCASSUT

ABSTRACT. Let IK be a complete ultrametric algebraically closed fieldand letA
be the Banach IK-algebra of bounded analytic functions in the ”open” unit diskD
of IK provided with the Gauss norm. LetMult(A,‖ . ‖) be the set of continuous
multiplicative semi-norms ofA provided with the topology of pointwise conver-
gence, letMultm(A,‖ . ‖) be the subset of theφ ∈ Mult(A,‖ . ‖) whose kernel
is a maximal ideal and letMult1(A,‖ . ‖) be the subset of theφ ∈ Mult(A,‖ . ‖)
whose kernel is a maximal ideal of the form(x−a)A with a∈ D. By analogy
with the Archimedean context, one usually callsultrametric Corona problem,
or ultrametric Kakutani problemthe question whetherMult1(A,‖ . ‖) is dense
in Multm(A,‖ . ‖). In a previous paper, we have recalled the characterization
of a large set of continuous multiplicative semi-norms and why the multbijec-
tivity of the algebraA would solve the Corona problem. Here we prove that
multbijectivity in the general case. This implies thatMult1(A,‖ . ‖) is dense
in Multm(A,‖ . ‖), beginning by the case when IK is spherically complete and
generalizing next.
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I. SPECIAL PRIME CLOSED IDEALS OFA

.
As explained in [11], we consider the IK-algebra of bounded analytic functions

in the ”open” diskD of center 0 and diameter 1 and the present paper is aimed at
examining whether the set of multiplicative semi-norms whose kernel is a maxi-
mal ideal of codimension 1 (which is identified with the diskD) is dense inside the
set of of multiplicative semi-norms whose kernel is a maximal ideal, with respect
to the topolgy of pointwise convergence: this is the Kakutani problem for the al-
gebraA. That will require to deepen the link between maximal idealsof infinite
codimension, ultrafilters onD and multiplicative continuous semi-norms.
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Notations. All notations of [11] are used here. Let IK be an algebraically closed
field complete with respect to an ultrametric absolute value| . |. Given a ∈ IK
and r > 0, we denote byd(a, r) the disk{x ∈ IK | |x− a| ≤ r}, by d(a, r−) the
disk {x ∈ K | |x− a| < r}, by C(a, r) the circle{x ∈ IK | |x− a| = r} and set
D = d(0,1−). Let a∈ D. Givenr, s∈]0,1] such that 0< r < s we setΓ(a, r,s) =
{x∈ IK |r < |x−a|< s}.

Let A be the IK-algebra of bounded power series converging inD which is com-
plete with respect to the Gauss norm defined as

∥∥∑∞
n=1anxn

∥∥= supn∈ IN |an|: we
know that this norm actually is the norm of uniform convergence onD [5], [13].

Givena∈D andR∈]0,1[ we callcircular filter of center a and diameter R on D
the filterF which admits as a generating system the family of setsΓ(α, r ′, r ′′)∩D
with α ∈ d(a,R), r ′ < R< r ′′, i.e. F is the filter which admits for basis the family
of sets of the formD∩

(
∩

q
i=1Γ(αi , r

′
i , r

′′
i )
)

with αi ∈ d(a,R), r ′i < R< r ′′i (1≤ i ≤
q , q∈ IN).

We l denote byW the circular filter onD of center 0 and diameter 1 and byY the
filter admitting for basis the family of sets of the formΓ(0, r,1)\

(⋃∞
n=0 d(an, r−n )

)

with an ∈ D, rn ≤ |an| and limn→∞ |an|= 1.
We denote byB( IN, IK) the IK-algebra of bounded sequences of IK. LetS=

(an)n∈N be a sequence inD thinner thanW . We will denote byTS the mapping
from A into B( IN, IK) which associates to eachf (x) = ∑∞

n=0 anxn the sequence
( f (an)n∈ IN), we will denote byΣ(S) the set of ultrafilters thinner thanS and by
I (S) the ideal of thef ∈ A such thatf (an) = 0 ∀n∈ IN.

Given a ∈ IK and r > 0, we denote byΦ(a, r) the set of circular filters secant
with d(a, r) i.e. the circular filters of centerb∈ d(a, r) and radiuss∈ [0, r].

An ultrafilter U on D will be calledcoroner ultrafilter if it is thinner thanW .
Similarly, a sequence(an) on D will be calleda coroner sequenceif its filter is a
coroner filter, i.e. if limn→+∞ |an|= 1.

Two coroner ultrafiltersF , G are said to becontiguousif for every subsetsF ∈
F , G∈ G of D the distance fromF to G is null.

As in [11], given a normed IK-algebraE, we denote byMult(E,‖ . ‖) the set of
continuous multiplicative semi-norms of IK-algebra ofE [2], [12], [1].

Let ψ ∈ Mult(A,‖ . ‖) be different from‖ . ‖. Thenψ will be said to becoroner
if its restriction to IK[x] is equal to‖ . ‖.

Let (an)n∈ IN be a coroner sequence inD. The sequence is calleda regular
sequenceif inf j∈ IN ∏ n∈ IN

n 6= j
|an−a j |> 0.

An ultrafilter U is said to beregular if it is thinner than a regular sequence.
Thus, by definition, a regular ultrafilter is a coroner ultrafilter.

We denote byB( IN, IK) the IK-algebra of bounded sequences of IK.

By Corollary (4.6) in [15], we have Theorem I.1:
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Theorem I.1. Let S be a sequence in D thinner thanW . Then TS is surjective on
B( IN, IK) if and only if the sequence S is regular.

Notations. Let S be a regular sequence. SinceTS is surjective, there exists a IK-
algebra isomorphismΛS from A

Ker(TS)
ontoB(N,K), whereKer(TS) = I (S).

For every ultrafilterG on IN we will denote byΘ(G) the ideal ofB( IN, IK)
consisting of the sequences(an)n∈ IN such that limG an = 0.

The following Theorem I.2 is classical [15]:

Theorem I.2. Θ is a bijection from the set of ultrafilters onIN onto Max(B( IN, IK)).
The restriction ofΘ to the subset of non-principal ultrafilters onIN is a bijection
from this set onto the set of non-principal maximal ideals ofB( IN, IK). Moreover,
a maximal ideal of B( IN, IK) is principal if and only it is of codimension 1.

Theorem I.3. Let S be a regular sequence and letM be a maximal ideal of A. The
following two statements are equivalent:

(i) I (S)⊂ M ,
(ii) There exists an ultrafilterU thinner than S such thatM = J (U).

Moreover, the mappingΨ which associates to each ultrafilterU thinner than S the
ideal J (U) is a bijection fromΣ(S) onto the set of maximal ideals of A containing
I (S).

Proof. Obviously, (ii) implies (i). Thus, suppose (i) true. LetS= (an)n∈ IN . By The-
orem I.2, the isomorphismΛS makes a bijectionΨ from the set of maximal ideals
of A containingI (S) to the set of maximal ideals ofB( IN, IK) and more precisely,
it makes a bijection from the set of maximal ideals ofA of infinite codimension
containingI (S) to the set of maximal ideals ofB( IN, IK) of infinite codimension
which actually are the non-principal maximal ideals ofB( IN, IK). Let N = Ψ(M).
By Theorem I.1, there exists an ultrafilterU on IN such thatN is the ideal of the
bounded sequences tending to zero alongU. Now, let Ξ be the natural bijection
from the set of non-principal ultrafilters of IN onto the set of ultrafilters thinner
thanSand letV = Ξ(U). ThenN = ΛS(M) henceM = I (S). Moreover, in this
way, we can see thatΨ◦Ξ−1 is a bijection fromΣ(S) onto the set of maximal ideals
of A containingI (S). �

Corollaire I.3.1. If U is a regular ultrafilter on D,J (U) is a maximal ideal of A.

Corollary I.3.2 . If A is multbijective, then for everyφ∈Multm(A,‖ . ‖) there exists
a coroner ultrafilterU such thatφ = ϕU .

In order to prove Theorem I.6, we shall state Theorem I.4:

Theorem I.4. There exist regular maximal idealsM of A and f∈ M , having a
sequence of zeros of order 1 and no other zeros, such that f′ /∈ M .
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Proof. By Theorem III.4 in [11] there exist bounded sequences(an)n∈ IN in D such

thata0 = 1 and such that the sequence
∣∣∣ an

an+1

∣∣∣ is strictly increasing and then the func-

tion f (x) =∑∞
n=0anxn admits a sequence of zeros(αn)n∈ IN∗ satisfying|αn|=

∣∣∣ an
an+1

∣∣∣.
Thus, particularly, if we setrn =

∣∣∣ an
an+1

∣∣∣, then by Theorem III.4 in [11]f admits ex-

actly a unique zero in each circleC(0, rn), each of order 1, and has no other zero in
D. Consequently, by Lemma I.8 in [11], we can see that| f ′(αn)| = | f ′|(rn) ∀n∈
IN∗. Now, let U be an ultrafilter thinner than the sequence(αn)n∈ IN∗ . We can
check that the sequence(αn)n∈ IN is regular, henceU is a regular ultrafilter. Conse-
quently, by Corollary I.3.1J (U) is a maximal ideal ofA. Now, by construction,f
belongs toJ (U). But limn→+∞ | f ′(αn)|= limn→+∞ | f ′|(rn) = ‖ f ′‖ 6= 0, hencef ′

does not belong toJ (U). �

Lemma I.5. Let (an)n∈ IN be a regular sequence, letδ = infk∈ IN ∏n6=k,n∈ IN |an−ak|
and letρ = infk6=n,k,n∈ IN |an−ak|. Let f ∈ A admit each an as a zero of order 1 and
have no other zero. Then| f ′(x)| ≥ ‖ f‖ δ

ρ ∀x∈
⋃∞

n=0 d(an,(δρ)−).

Proof. Let us fix t ∈ IN, let r = |at |. Setu = x− at , g(u) = f (x) and consider
|g|(ρ). Sinceg has a unique zero ind(0,ρ−) and admits all the thean − at as
zeros, by Lemma I.5 and I.8 in [11] we can check that|g|(ρ) ≥ ‖g‖δ = ‖ f‖δ.
Insided(0,ρ−), g(u) is of the formb1u+∑∞

n=2bnun with |b1|ρ ≥ |bn|ρn ∀n ≥ 2.

Consequently,|g′(u)|ρ| ≥ ‖ f‖δ Now |g′(u)|= |b1|=
|g(u)|

ρ ∀u∈ d(0,ρ−). Now, of
coursef ′(x) = g′(u) hence

| f ′(x)| =
| f (x)|

ρ
≥ ‖ f‖

δ
ρ
∀x∈ d(at ,ρ−).

That holds for everyt ∈ IN. �

Theorem I.6. SupposeIK is spherically complete. LetM be a regular maximal
ideal of A. There exists f∈ M , having a sequence of zeros of order 1 and no other
zeros, such that f′ /∈ M .

Proof. SinceM is a regular maximal ideal, there exists a regular sequence(an)n∈ IN

and a regular ultrafilterU thinner than the sequence(an) such thatM = J (U).
Since the sequence is regular, we haveδ = infk∈ IN ∏n6=k,n∈ IN |an−ak|> 0 andρ =
infk6=n,k,n∈ IN |an−ak|> 0

Since IK is spherically complete, sinceδ > 0 we may apply Corollary III.6.1
in [11] showing there existsf ∈ A admitting eachan as a zero of order 1 and no
other zero. Now by Lemma I.5, we have| f ′(x)| ≥ ‖ f‖ δ

ρ ∀x∈
⋃∞

n=0d(an,δ−) which

shows thatϕU( f ′) > 0 because the setE =
⋃∞

n=0 d(an,(δρ)−) obviously belongs
to U. Consequently,f ′ does not belong toM . �

By Theorem III.5 in [11] we may notice the following proposition I.7:
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Proposition I.7. Let IK be spherically complete. Let(a j) j∈IN be a coroner se-
quence such that∏∞

n=0 |an| > 0. There exists f∈ A admitting each an as a zero of
order 1 and having no other zeros.

Proof. Let E be the divisor onD (an,1)n∈ IN By Theorem III.16 in [11], there exists
f ∈ B such thatT ( f ) ≥ E and such that| f |(r) ≤ 2|E|(r) ∀r ∈]0,1[. But since
∏n∈ IN |an|> 0, by Corollary II.8.1 in [11]|E|(r) is bounded in]0,1[ and hencef
belongs toA. Consequently,I is not null. �

Notation. Recall that we denote byU the diskd(0,1). Considering the ring
U [x] of polynomials with coefficients inU , we denote byH be the family of
ideals J of U [x] such thatJ ∩U 6= {0} and, given an integers ∈ IN∗, let Hs

be the set ofJ ∈ H generated bys elements. For every idealJ ∈ H we put
t(J) = sup{|x| | x∈ J∩U} andℓ(J) = inf{supf∈J | f (x)| | x∈V} and we denote by

u(J) the number such thatt(J) = ℓ(J)u(J). Finally, we putm(s) = sup{u(J) | J ∈
Js}. Henceforth, givenf1, ..., fs ∈ H(U) such that‖ fi‖ < 1 ∀i = 1, ...,s, we set
w( f1, ..., fs) = inf{max1≤i≤s| fi(x)| | x∈U}. Moreover, givenf1, ..., fs ∈ A we set
λ( f1, ..., fs) = inf{max1≤i≤s| fi(x)| | x∈ D}.

Remark. Characterizing the coroner ultrafiltersU such thatJ (U) is a maximal
ideal appears very hard. For instance, consider an ultrafilter U thinner thanY . It
is a coroner ultrafilter. ButJ (U) = {0}. Indeed, suppose a non-identically zero
function f lies inJ (U). Let (an) be its sequence of zeros, setrn = |an|, n∈ IN, and
let E =D\

⋃∞
n=0 d(an, r−n ). Clearly| f (x)|= | f |(|x|) ∀x∈E. However,E belongs to

Y and therefore,U is secant withE, a contradiction with the hypothesisf ∈ J (U).
On the other hand, the mappingJ from the set of coroner ultrafilters to the set of

ideals ofA is not injective: as noticed in [11], two contiguous coronerultrafilters
define the same ideal.

Thus, by Theorem III.3 in [11], if an elementψ ∈ Mult(A,‖ . ‖) is neither the
Gauss norm nor of the formϕF on the whole setA, with F a circular filter onD
of diameterr < 1, then, its restriction to IK[x] must be the Gauss norm on IK[x].
So its kernel is a prime closed ideal included in a maximal ideal of the formJ (U),
with U a coroner ultrafilter.

Here we shall first examine the problem of the continuation ofϕW to A through
multiplicative norms, what was not done in [11].

Theorem I.8. Let U be a regular ultrafilter. Then the idealM = J (U) is a max-
imal ideal of A and there exists f∈ M , having a sequence of zeros of order 1 and
no other zeros, such that f′ /∈ M .

Proof. By Theorem III.4 in [11] we know that there exist sequences(an)n∈ IN

in D such that the sequence
∣∣∣ an

an+1

∣∣∣ is strictly increasing and then the function

f (x) = ∑∞
n=0 anxn admits a sequence of zeros(αn)n∈ IN∗ satisfying |αn| =

∣∣∣ an
an+1

∣∣∣.
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Thus, particularly, if we setrn =
∣∣∣ an

an+1

∣∣∣ then f admits exactly a unique zero in

each circleC(0, rn), each of order 1, and has no other zero inD. Consequently, by
Lemma I.8 in [11], we can see that| f ′(αn)| = | f ′|(rn) ∀n ∈ IN∗. Now, let U be
an ultrafilter thinner than the sequence(αn)n∈ IN∗ . We can check that the sequence
(αn) is regular, henceU is a regular ultrafilter. Consequently, by Corollary I.3.1
the idealM = J (U) is a maximal ideal ofA. On the other hand, by lemma I.5,f ′

does not belong toM . �

By Theorem I.8 and Corollary 7.2, we now have this corollary:

Corollary I.8.1 . A admits maximal ideals of infinite codimension.

Following Corollary III.3.1 in [11], we can now complete thecharacterization
of continuous multiplicative norms onA.

Theorem I.9. Let ψ ∈ Mult(A,‖ . ‖) be coroner. Thenψ is not a norm. Moreover,
for every f∈ A such thatψ( f )< ‖ f‖, there exists g∈ Ker(ψ) admitting each zero
of f as a zero of order superior or equal to its order as a zero off .

Proof. Suppose thatψ is a norm different from the Gauss norm‖ . ‖ onA. So, there
exists a circular filterF on D, of diameterr ≤ 1 such thatψ(P) = ϕF (P) ∀P ∈
IK [x]. But by Corollary III.13.1 in [11], we know thatr = 1 and hence, the restric-
tion of ψ to IK[x] is the Gauss norm. Now, sinceψ is not the Gauss norm onA,
there existsf ∈ A such thatψ( f ) < ‖ f‖. Actually, without loss of generality, we
can choosef ∈ A such thatψ( f ) < 1≤ ‖ f‖. Let ρ = ψ( f ). And, up to a change
of origin, we can also assume thatf (0) 6= 0. By Proposition II.4 in [11],f is not
quasi-invertible, hencef has a sequence of zeros(an)n∈ IN in D, with |an| ≤ |an+1|.
For eachn ∈ IN, let qn be the multiplicity order ofan. By Theorem II.8 in [11]
we know that∑∞

n=0−qn log|an|<+∞. Now, there clearly exists a sequencetn of
strictly positive integers satisfying

tn ≤ tn+1, n∈ IN,
limn→∞ tn =+∞,
∑∞

n=0 tnqn log(|an|)<+∞.

By Theorem III.5 in [11] there exists a functiong∈A admitting eachan as a zero of

ordersn ≥ tnqn, such that|g|(|an|)≤ 2
∣∣∣∏n

k=0

(an
ak

)tnqn
∣∣∣ ∀n∈ IN and consequently,g

belongs toA.
Now, for eachn∈ IN and for eachk= 0, ...,n, letun,k =max(0, tnqk−sk) and let

Pn(x) = ∏n
k=0(x−ak)

un,k. Clearly, all coefficients ofPn lie in D except the leading
coefficient that is 1. Consequently,‖Pn‖= 1 ∀n∈ IN and therefore

‖Png‖= ‖g‖. (1)

On the other hand, since the sequencetn is increasing, we can check that for each
fixed n∈ IN, each zeroak of f tn is a zero ofPng of order≥ tkqk. Consequently, by
Lemma I.5 in [11] in the ringA we can writePng in the form f tnσn, with σn ∈ A.
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By (1), we have‖σn‖‖ f tn‖= ‖g‖ hence, since‖ f‖ ≥ 1, we can see that‖σn‖ ≤
‖g‖. But now, since the restriction ofψ to IK[x] is ‖ . ‖, we haveψ(Pn) = 1, hence
ψ(Png) = ψ(Pn)ψ(g) = ψ(g) and therefore

ψ(g) = ψ( f tnσn) = ψ( f )tnψ(σn)≤ ρtn‖g‖. (2)

Relation (2) holds for everyn ∈ IN hence limn→+∞ ρtn‖g‖= 0. Consequently,
ψ(g) = 0. This, ψ is not a norm. Moreover the functiong we have constructed
admits each zero off as a zero of order superior or equal to its order as a zero of
f . �

Notation. We will denote byMultn(A,‖ . ‖) the set of continuous multiplicative
norms ofA.

By Theorems III.3 in [11], we now can also state Corollary I.9.1:

Corollary I.9.1 . Let ψ ∈ Mult(A,‖ . ‖) be a norm. Ifψ is not‖ . ‖, there exists a
circular filter F on D, of diameter r< 1, such thatψ = ϕF .

On the other hand, each coroner maximal ideal is the kernel ofsome coroner
continuous multiplicative semi-norm ofA.

Concerning the Corona Problem, we may notice this:

Corollary I.9.2 . The set of norms in Mult(A,‖ . ‖) is included in the closure of
Mult1(A,‖ . ‖).

Theorem I.10. Let G be the set of circular filters on D of diameter r∈]0,1[. For
every circular filterF ∈ G, ϕF is a multiplicative norm on A and the mapping
from G into Mult(A,‖ . ‖) that associates to eachF ∈ Φ(0,1) the normϕF is a
bijection from G onto the set of norms of Mult(A,‖ . ‖)\{‖ . ‖}.

Proof. By Corollary III.13.1 in [11], we know that for eachF ∈G, if 0 < diam(F )
< 1, ϕF has extension to a multiplicative norm onA and the mappingG into
Mult(A,‖ . ‖) that associates to eachF ∈ G the normϕF is obviously injective
because its restriction toH(D) is already injective.

Now, consider a multiplicative semi-normφ on A which is not of the formϕF

with F a circular filter of diameterr < 1. Then, if φ is not ‖ . ‖, φ is coroner,
therefore by Corollary I.19.1, it is not a norm. Consequently, the mapping fromG
into Mult(A,‖ . ‖) that associates to eachF ∈ G the normϕF is a surjection from
G onto the set of multiplicative norms ofA other than‖ . ‖. �

Thus, Theorem I.10 lets us characterize the continuous multiplicative norms of
A, which we can summarize in this way:

Corollary I.10.1. Let φ ∈ Mult(A,‖ . ‖) be different from‖ . ‖. Thenφ is a norm
if and only if it is of the formϕF with F a circular filter of diameter r∈]0,1[.

II. M AXIMAL IDEAL OF INFINITE CODIMENSION

Now we will consider the question whetherMult1(A,‖ . ‖) is dense in
Multm(A,‖ . ‖). We have to prove many intermediate results.
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The following Proposition II.2 is also called Corona Statement in dimension
1. However, on a non-archimedean field, it is not at all provento be equivalent
to a property of density for maximal ideals defined by points of D inside the set
Mult(A,‖ . ‖). We will prove Proposition II.2 in the same way as in [15]. Proposi-
tion II.1 is proven in [15] and is indispensable for further results.

Notation. Recall that we denote byU the disk d(0,1). Let H be the family
of idealsJ of U [x] such thatJ∩U 6= {0} and, given an integers∈ IN∗, let Hs

be the set ofJ ∈ H generated bys elements. For every idealJ ∈ H we put
t(J) = sup{|x| | x∈ J∩U} andℓ(J) = inf{supf∈J | f (x)| | x∈V} and we denote by

u(J) the number such thatt(J) = ℓ(J)u(J). Finally, we putm(s) = sup{u(J) | J ∈
Js}. Henceforth, givenf1, ..., fs ∈ H(U) such that‖ fi‖ < 1 ∀i = 1, ...,s, we set
w( f1, ..., fs) = inf{max1≤i≤s| fi(x)| | x∈U}. Moreover, givenf1, ..., fs ∈ A we set
λ( f1, ..., fs) = inf{max1≤i≤s| fi(x)| | x∈ D}.

Proposition II.1. Let J be a finitely generated ideal of U[x] such that J∩U 6= {0}.
Then m(s) = 2 ∀s≥ 2.

In the proof of Proposition II.2, we will follow a similar wayas in [15].

Proposition II.2. Let s∈ IN∗. For any f1, ..., fs ∈ A satisfying‖ fi‖< 1 (1≤ i ≤ s)
andλ( f1, ..., fs) > 0. There exist g1, ...,gs ∈ A satisfying∑s

i=1 figi = 1 and‖gi‖ <
λ( f1, ..., fs))−2.

Proof. As a first step, we will prove that for anyf1, ..., fs ∈ H(U) satisfying‖ fi‖<
1 ∀i = 1, ...,s and w( f1, ..., fs) > 0, there existg1, ...,gs ∈ H(d(0,R)) satisfying
∑s

i=1 figi = 1 and‖gi‖< (w( f1, ..., fs))−2 ∀i = 1, ...,s.
Since IK[x] is dense inH(U), we can find polynomialsP1, ...,Ps∈ IK [x] such that

‖Pi − fi‖ ≤ (w( f1, ..., fs))2 ∀i = 1, ...,s. Sincew( f1, ..., fs)> 0, by Corollary III.3.1
in [11], there exists no maximal idealM of H(U) containing the ideal generated
by f1, ..., fs. Consequently, there existg1, ...,gs ∈ H(U) such that∑s

i=1gi fi = 1.
Therefore, we can defineh1, ...,hs ∈ H(U) such that‖hi‖ ≤ 1 ∀i = 1, ...,s and
such that∑s

i=1 hi fi is an elementP0 ∈ U . Let I be the ideal ofU [x] generated
by P0,P1, ...,Ps. SinceI ∩U 6= {0}, we have 0< t(I) < ℓ(I). Consequently, by
Proposition II.1 we can findQ0,Q1, ...,Qs∈U [x] such that∑s

i=0QiPi be an element
a∈U satisfying|a| ≥ (w( f1, ..., fs))m(s) = (w( f1, ..., fs))2. Then

s

∑
i=1

a−1 fi +a−1Q0

s

∑
i=1

hi fi = 1+
s

∑
i=1

a−1Qi( fi −Pi).

By construction, we have‖∑s
i=1 a−1Qi( fi −Pi)‖< 1 and hence 1+∑s

i=1 a−1Qi

( fi −Pi) is an invertible elementu in H(U). So,∑s
i=1u−1

(
a−1(Qi +Q0hi)

)
fi = 1

and hence for everyi = 1, ...,s, we have‖u−1a−1(Qi +Q0hi)‖ ≤ (w( f1, ..., fs))−2

∀i = 1, ...,s. Thus, puttinggi = u−1
(
a−1(Qi +Q0hi)

)
, i = 1, ...,s we have proven

that for anyf1, ..., fs ∈ H(U) satisfying‖ fi‖< 1 ∀i = 1, ...,s andw( f1, ..., fs)> 0,
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there existg1, ...,gs ∈ H(U) satisfying∑s
i=1 figi = 1 and‖gi‖< (w( f1, ..., fs))−2

∀i = 1, ...,s.
Now, let us prove the conclusion of Proposition II.2. So, we take f1, ..., fs ∈ A.
Let (un)n∈ IN be a sequence in IK such that 0< |un| < |un+1| < ... < 1 and

limn→+∞ |un|
n = 1. For eachi = 1, ...,s, set fi,n(x) = fi(unx). Since eachun be-

longs toD, eachfi,n is a power series of radiusr > 1 and hence belongs toH(U).
Then by the claim we have just proven, for eachn∈ IN, there aregi,n ∈ H(U) such
that ∑s

i=1 gi,n fi,n = 1 and‖gi,n‖ < (w( f1,n, ..., fs,n))−2. Now, eachgi,n is a power
series∑+∞

k=0 gi,n,kxk. Let hi,n be the power series∑2n
k=0 gi,n,k(un)

−kxk. Then we have
‖hi,n‖ < |un|

−2n(w( f1, ..., fs))−2 and hence∑s
i=1 hi,n fi is of the form 1+ xntn(x)

with tn ∈ H(U).
We will get to a conclusion thanks to a Banach process. LetE be the Banach

space of bounded sequences in IK provided with the classic norm ‖(an)n∈ IN‖0 =
supn∈ IN |an| and letC be the closed sub-space of converging sequences. For every
sequence(an)n∈ IN ∈ C , we putL((an)) = limn→+∞ an.

Suppose first that IK is spherically complete. There exists alinear mapL̃ of
norm 1 fromE to IK expandingL to E . Sethi,n = ∑+∞

k=0 xk and let l i,k be the
sequence(hi,n,k)1≤n. For each pair(i,k), we can now definegi,k = L̃(l i,k) and put
gi = ∑+∞

k=0 gi,kxk. SinceL̃ is of norm 1, each sequencegi,k is bounded and hencegi

belongs toA. Moreover, by construction,gi satisfies‖gi‖ < (λ( f1, ..., fs))−2 ∀i =
1, ...,s. Now, we have

s

∑
i=1

gi fi =
+∞

∑
k=0

( s

∑
i=1

(
k

∑
j=0

L̃(l i, j ) fi,k− j)
)

xk (1)

and for each fixedk∈ IN,
s

∑
i=1

( k

∑
j=0

L̃(l i, j ) fi,k− j

)
= L̃

( s

∑
i=1

(
k

∑
j=0

fi, jhi,n,k− j )
)
.

Consequently, since∑s
i=1 hi,n fi = 1+xntn(x), we can check that

limn→+∞

(
∑s

i=1(∑
k
j=0 fi, jhi,n,k− j )

)
= 1 wheneverk= 0

and
limn→+∞

(
∑s

i=1(∑k
j=0 fi, j hi,n,k− j )

)
= 0 wheneverk 6= 0.

Consequently, sincẽL extends toE the limit onC , we have

L̃
(

∑s
i=1(∑

k
j=0 fi, jhi,n,k− j )

)
= 1 wheneverk= 0

and
L̃
(

∑s
i=1(∑k

j=0 fi, jhi,n,k− j )
)
= 0 wheneverk 6= 0.

Therefore by (1) we obtain∑s
i=1 gi fi = 1.

Consider now the general case when IK is no longer supposed tobe spherically
complete. Consider a spherically complete algebraically closed extension̂IK of
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IK. Let D̂ be the disk ofK̂: {x∈ K̂ | |x| < 1} and letÂ be the algebra of bounded
analytic functions fromD̂ to K̂. SetB = λ( f1, ..., fs))−2. Then by what forgoes,
there existh1, ...,hs ∈ Â such that∑s

j=1h j fi = 1 and max1≤ j≤s‖h j‖< B.

InsideÂ, letF be the closed subspace of the IK-Banach space generated by 1 and
all coefficients of all theh j . Let us takeε > 0 such that(1+ ε)max1≤ j≤s‖h j‖ ≤ B.
SinceF is a IK-Banach space of countable type, there exists a IK-linear mapℓ
from F to IK satisfyingℓ(1) = 1 with a norm‖ . ‖∗ satisfying‖ℓ‖∗ ≤ 1+ ε. Let T
be the closed subspace ofÂ consisting of the power series with coefficients inF .
ThenT is aA-module and then we have an extensionL of ℓ from T to A defined as
L(∑∞

k=0ekxk) = ∑∞
k=0ℓ(ek)xk which isA-linear and its norm satisfies‖L‖∗ ≤ 1+ε.

Now, puttingg j = L(h j), 1≤ j ≤ s, we have∑s
i=1 figi = 1 and max1≤ j≤s‖g j‖<B.

Notation. Let I be an ideal ofA. For eachf ∈ A and for eachε > 0, we set
E( f ,ε) = {x∈ D | | f (x)| ≤ ε}.

Corollary II.2.1 . Let I be a proper ideal of A. The family(E( f ,ε), f ∈ I , ε > 0)
generates a filterF on D such thatI ⊂ J (F ).

Proof. Let(E( f j ,ε j), 1≤ j ≤ nbe such that
⋂n

j=1E( f ,ε j) = /0. Letε=min1≤ j≤n(ε j)
and letFj = D\E( f j ,ε), 1≤ j ≤ n.

Then
⋃n

j=1Fj = D, hence by Theorem II.2, 1∈ I , a contradiction. �

By Lemma I.5 and Corollary II.2.1, we can derive Corollary II.2.2:

Corollary II.2.2 . Let M be a maximal ideal of A. Then there exists an ultrafilter
U on D such thatM = J (U). Moreover, ifU converges,M is of codimension1
and of the form(x− a)A, a∈ D. If U does not converge, it is coroner,M is of
infinite codimension and for every f∈ M , f is not quasi-invertible.

III. D ENSITY OF Mult1(A,‖ . ‖) IN Multm(A,‖ . ‖)

Let us recall the definition of an increasing pierced filter [5].

Definition. Let a∈ IK , let R> 0 and consider the filterG admitting for basis
the annuliΓ(a, r,R) r ∈]0,R[. This filter is called increasing filter of center a and
diameter R. Moreover, if all F is an infraconnected subset ofIK and if every
annulusΓ(a, r,R) contain holes of F, then the filter on F induced byG is said to
be pierced. Next, a pierced filter is called a T-filter if its holes satisfy a certain
relation [5].

By using properties ofT-filters and particularly idempotentT-sequences [14],
by Lemma 35.1 and Proposition 37.1 in [5], Proposition 1.6 and [15]), we have the
following proposition:

Proposition III.1 . Let (rn)n∈ IN be a sequence in| IK | such that 0< rn < rn+1,
limn→+∞ rn = 1, let (qn)n∈ IN be a sequence ofIN such that qn ≤ qn+1 and
limn→+∞

( rn
rn+1

)qn = 0. Let l ∈]0,1[ and for each n∈ IN, let bn ∈ C(0,(rn)
qn), let
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an,1, ...,an,qn be the qn-th roots of bn and let F= D\
(⋃

n∈ IN(
⋃qn

j=1 d(an, j , l−)
)

.

Set fn(x) = ∏n
k=1 ∏qk

j=1

(
1

1− x
ak, j

)
. Then each fn belongs to R(F) and the sequence

( fn)n∈ IN converges in H(F) to an element f strictly vanishing along the pierced
increasing filter of center0 and diameter1.

Notation. Given a unital commutative ultrametric IK-algebraB and f ∈ B, we
denote bysp( f ) the spectrum off i.e. the set ofx ∈ IK such that f − x is not
invertible inB.

Proposition III.2 . Let (B,‖ . ‖) be a unital commutative ultrametric Banach
IK -algebra. Suppose there existℓ ∈ B, φ, ψ ∈ Mult(B,‖ . ‖) such thatψ(ℓ) <
φ(ℓ), sp(ℓ)∩ Γ(0,ψ(ℓ),φ(ℓ)) = /0 and there existsε ∈]0,φ(ℓ)− ψ(ℓ)[ satisfying
further ‖(ℓ− a)−1‖ ≤ M ∀a ∈ Γ(0,ψ(ℓ),φ(ℓ)− ε). Then there exists f∈ B such
that ψ( f ) = 1, φ( f ) = 0.

Proof. Let s= ψ(ℓ), t = φ(ℓ), Q = ‖ℓ‖, R= t − ε and l = 1
M . Let r0 ∈]s, t − ε[.

Consider the sequence(an, j )n∈ IN,1≤ j≤qn defined in Proposition III.1 and the set

E = d(0,Q−)\
(⋃

n∈ IN

(⋃qn
j=1d(an, j , l−)

))
. Then inH(E) we have

∥∥∥ 1
x−b

∥∥∥
E
≤ l ∀b∈

⋃

n∈ IN

( qn⋃

j=1

d(an, j , l−)
)
. (1)

There exists a natural homomorphismθ from R(E) into B such thatθ(x) = ℓ.
SinceQ=‖ℓ‖ and‖(ℓ−b)−1‖≤ M ∀b∈ Γ(0,s, t), by Theorem I.18 in [11] and by
(1) θ is clearly continuous with respect to the norms‖ . ‖E of R(E) and‖ . ‖ of B.
Consequently,θ has continuation to a continuous homomorphism fromH(E) to B.

Now, let ψ′ = ψ◦θ, φ′ = φ◦θ. Then bothφ′, ψ′ belong toMult(H(E),‖ . ‖)
and satisfyψ′(x) = s, φ′(x) = t − ε. So,ψ′ is of the formϕF with F a circular
filter onE secant withC(0,s) andφ′ is of the formϕG with G a circular filter onE
secant withC(0, t).

Consider now the functionf constructed in Proposition III.1 which, by con-
struction, belongs toH(E) and has no zero and no pole ind(0,s−).
Consequently,| f (x)|= | f (0)|= 1 ∀x∈ d(0,s−). Moreover, we have limG f (x) = 0,
henceφ′( f ) = 0. Let g = θ( f ). Thenψ(g) = ψ′( f ) = 1 andφ(g) = φ′( f ) = 0,
which ends the proof. �

Proposition III.3 . Let M be a non-principal maximal ideal of A and letU be an
ultrafilter thinner thanGM . ThenϕU belongs to the closure of Mult1(A,‖ .‖) in
Multm(A,‖ .‖).

Proof. Let V be neighborhood ofϕU in Mult(A,‖ .‖). It contains some set of
the form V (ϕU , f1, ..., fq,ε), where f1, ..., fq ∈ A and ε > 0, with respect to the
topology of pointwise convergence i.e.
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V (ϕr , f1, ..., fq,ε) = {φ ∈ Mult(A,‖ .‖) |
∣∣ϕr( f j)− φx f j)

∣∣
∞ ≤ ε, j = 1, ...,q, q ∈

IN∗}. For eachj = 1, ...,q, there existsE j ∈ U such that
∣∣| f j(x)|−ϕU( f j)

∣∣
∞ ≤ ε

∀x∈ E j . Let E =
⋂q

j=1E j . Then
∣∣ | f j(x)|−ϕU( f j)

∣∣
∞ ≤ ε ∀x∈ E,∀ j = 1, ...,q.

Consequently,ϕa belongs toV (ϕU , f1, ..., fq,ε) for all a∈ E. �

Corollary III.3.1 . Let M be a univalent non-principal maximal ideal of A and let
φ ∈ Multm(A,‖ . ‖) satisfy Ker(φ) = M . Thenφ is of the formφ( f ) = limU | f (x)|
with U a coroner ultrafilter such thatJ (U) = M . Moreover,φ belongs to the
closure of Mult1(A,‖ . ‖) in Multm(A,‖ . ‖).

Proposition III.4 . Let U be a coroner ultrafilter on D, let f∈ A\ J (U) be non-
invertible in A, such that‖ f‖ ≤ 1 and let g∈ A, h∈ J (U) be such that f g= 1+h.

Let τ = ϕU( f ), let ε ∈]0,τ[ and letΛ = {x∈ D
∣∣∣ | f (x)g(x)|−1

∣∣∣
∞
< ε,

∣∣∣ | f (x)|−
τ
∣∣∣
∞
< ε}.

Suppose that there exist a functionh̃∈ A admitting for zeros in D the zeros of h
in D\Λ and a functionh∈ A admitting for zeros the zeros of h inΛ, each counting
multiplicities, so that h= hh̃. Then|h̃(x)| has a strictly positive lower bound inΛ
andh belongs toJ (U).

Moreover, there existsω ∈]0,τ[ such thatω ≤ inf{max(| f (x)|, |h(x)|)
∣∣ x∈ D}.

Further, for every a∈ d(0,(τ− ε)), we haveω ≤ inf{max(| f (x)−a|, |h(x)|)
∣∣ x∈

D}.

Proof. Let u∈ Λ and letsbe the distance ofu from IK \Λ. So, the diskd(u,s−) is
included inΛ, hencef g has no zero inside this disk. Consequently,| f (x)g(x)| is a
constantb in d(u,s−). Consider the familyFu of radii of circlesC(u, r), containing
at least one zero off g. By Theorem I.4 in [11],Fu has no cluster point different
from 1. Consequently, there existsρ ≥ s such that f g admits at least one zero
in C(u,ρ) and admits no zero ind(u,ρ−). And then| f (x)g(x)| is a constantc in
d(u,ρ−). But then, atu we see thatb= c and therefored(u,ρ−) is included inΛ.
Henceρ = s and thereforef g admits at least one zeroα in C(u,s). Thus, atα we
haveh(α) = −1. Therefore, in the diskd(α,s−) we can check thatϕα,s(h) ≥ 1.
But by Theorem I.9 in [11], we haveϕα,s(h) = ϕu,s(h), henceϕu,s(h)≥ 1.

Now,

‖h‖
ϕu,s(h)

=
‖h̃‖

ϕu,s(h̃)

‖h‖

ϕu,s(h)
≥

‖h̃‖

ϕu,s(h̃)
.

Therefore, sinceϕu,s(h)≥ 1, we obtain

‖h̃‖

ϕu,s(h̃)
≤ ‖h‖. (1)
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But since by definitiond(u,s−) is included inΛ, h̃ has no zero in this disk, hence

|h̃(x)| is constant and equal toϕu,s(h̃). Consequently, by (1) we obtain‖h̃‖

|h̃(u)|
≤ ‖h‖

and therefore

|h̃(u)| ≥
‖h̃‖
‖h‖

∀u∈ Λ.

This shows that̃h does not belong toJ (U), hence,ϕU(h̃) 6= 0. Consequently,
ϕU(h) = 0.

Now, by hypothesis, we havef g− hh̃ = 1. Since bothg, h̃ belong toA and
therefore are bounded inD, it is obvious that inf{max(| f (x)|, |h(x)|)

∣∣ x∈ D}> 0.
So, we may obviously chooseω ∈]0,τ− ε[ such that

ω ≤ inf{max(| f (x)|, |h(x)|)
∣∣ x∈ D}. (2)

Let us now show that for everya∈ d(0,(τ− ε)), we have
ω ≤ inf{max(| f (x)−a|, |h(x)|)

∣∣ x∈ D}.
Let Λ′ = {x ∈ D

∣∣ | f (x)| ≥ τ− ε} and leta ∈ d(0,(τ− ε)−). Whenβ lies in
Λ′, we have| f (β)|> |a|, hence by (2), max(| f (β)−a|, |h(β)|)≥ ω because by(2),
eitherω ≤ |h(β)|, or ω ≤ | f (β)|= | f (β)−a|.

Now, let β lie in D \Λ′ and lett be the distance fromβ to Λ′. SinceD \Λ′ is
open,t is > 0. Considerϕβ,t( f ). Either there existsµ∈ Λ′ such that|β−µ| = t
and thenϕβ,t( f )≥ | f (µ)| ≥ τ−ε, or there exists a sequence(xn)n∈ IN ∈ Λ′ such that
limn→+∞ |β−xn|= t and|xn−β|> t. Suppose that we are in the second case: there
exists a sequence(xn)n∈ IN ∈ Λ′ such that limn→+∞ |β−xn|= t and |xn − β| > t.
Then the sequence is thinner than the circular filter of center β and diametert,
hence

lim
n→+∞

| f (xn)|= ϕβ,t( f )

henceϕβ,t( f ) ≥ τ− ε again. If f has no zero ind(β, t−), then| f (x)| is a constant
in that disk, hence of courseϕβ,t( f )< τ−ε, a contradiction. Consequently,f must
have a zeroγ in d(β, t−). Therefore, due to (2), we have|h(γ)| ≥ ω. But since by
definition,Λ ⊂ Λ′, the zeros ofh belong toΛ′. And sinced(β, t−)∩Λ′ = /0 actually
h has no zero ind(β, t−). Consequently|h(x)| is constant ind(β, t−) and hence
|h(β)| ≥ ω, which completes the proof. �

The following basic Proposition is easily checked and is an application of Propo-
sition 10 in [3]:

Proposition III.5 . Let S be a set and let E be a subset. LetF be an ultrafilter on E.
Then the filter̃F on S with basisF is an ultrafiter inducing on E the ultrafilterF .

Corollary III.5.1 . Let S be a set and let E be subset of S. LetF be an ultrafilter
on E and let̂F = G be the ultrafilter on S havingF as a basis of filter. Let f be a
function defined on S with values in a compact topological space T .

ThenlimG f (x) = limF f (x).
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Proof. Suppose thatf admits distinct limits onF andG . ThenF is a basis of a
filter onSthat is not secant withG , a contradiction sinceF is the ultrafilter induced
by G on E. �

We can now prove Proposition III.6 in the general context of afield that is not
supposed to be spherically complete:

Proposition III.6 . Let M be a non-principal maximal ideal of A and letU be an
ultrafilter on D such thatM = J (U). Let f ∈A\M satisfy‖ f‖< 1, let τ = ϕU( f )
and letε ∈]0,τ[. There exists c> 0 such that, for every a∈ d(0,τ− ε), there exists
ga ∈ A satisfying( f −a)ga−1∈ M and‖ga‖ ≤ c.

Proof. Suppose first thatf is invertible inA. By Theorem I.4 in [11],| f (x)| is
a constant and hence is equal toτ. Therefore,| f (x)− a| = τ ∀a ∈ d(0,τ − ε).
Consequently,f −a is invertible and its inversega satisfies‖ga‖ = τ−1. Thus, we
only have to show the claim whenf is not invertible. Sincef does not belong to
M , we can findg∈ A andh∈ M such thatf g= 1+h with h∈ M .

We know that there exists be an algebraically closed spherically complete exten-
sion ÎK of IK (Theorems 7.4 and 7.6 in [11]). Let̂D be the disk{x∈ ÎK | |x|< 1}.
Let Â be the algebra of bounded power series converging inD̂ with coefficients in
ÎK.U makes a basis of a filter̂U onD̂ and by definition,U is the the filter induced by
Û onD. By Corollary III.5.1Û is an ultrafilter on̂D. Consider nowf as an element
of Â. ThenÛ defines an elementψ of Mult(Â,‖ .‖) asψ(ℓ) = limÛ |ℓ(x)|,∀ℓ ∈ Â.
Consequently, by Corollary III.5.1τ is equal to limU | f (x)|. Let

Λ = {x∈ D̂
∣∣ | | f (x)g(x)|−1|∞ < ε, | | f (x)|− τ|∞ < ε}.

Since ÎK is spherically complete, by Proposition I.7. we can factorize h in the
form h̃h whereh̃∈ Â is a function admitting for zeros in̂D the zeros ofh in D̂\Λ
and h ∈ Â is a function admitting for zeros the zeros ofh in Λ, each counting
multiplicities. Moreover, we can chooseh so that‖h‖ < 1. Now, in the fieldÎK,
by Proposition III.4, there existsω > 0 such that for everya ∈ d̂(0,(τ − ε)), we
haveω ≤ inf{max(| f (x)−a|, |h(x)|)

∣∣ x∈ D̂}. This implies that inf{max(| f (x)−

a|, |h(x)|) |x∈ D} ≥ ω ∀a∈ d̂(0,τ− ε). We notice that‖ f −a‖ < 1 for everya∈

d̂(0,τ− ε), so we may apply Proposition II.2 and obtain a boundb only depending
on f andh and functionsℓa, ha ∈ Â such that( f −a)ℓa+hha = 1, with

‖ℓa‖< b, ‖ha‖< b ∀a∈ d̂(0,τ− ε). (1)

By hypothesis we have limU h(x) = 0. Hence by Corollary III.5.1, on̂D we have
limÛ h(x) = 0. Then, by Corollary III.5.1 we have lim̂U h(x) = 0 hence, onD,

limU hha(x) = 0 ∀a∈ d(0,τ− ε). (2)

Now, let us fixa ∈ d(0,τ− ε). Let G be the closed IK-vector subspace of̂IK
(considered as a IK-Banach space), linearly generated overIK by 1 and all coeffi-
cients ofℓa. Takeη > 0 such that(1+η)max(‖ℓa‖,‖ha‖) ≤ b. We notice thatG
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is a IK-Banach space of countable type, hence there exists a IK-linear mappingΞ
from G to IK of norm ≤ 1+η, such thatΞ(1) = 1 [15]. Let F be the closed IK-
vector subspace of̂A consisting of all power series with coefficients inE. ThenF
is aA-module andΞ has continuation to aA-linear mappinĝΞ from F to A defined
asΞ̂(∑∞

n=0bnxn) = ∑∞
n=0 Ξ(bn)xn. This mappinĝΞ has a norm bounded by 1+η.

Setga = Ξ̂(ℓa). Then by (1) we have

‖ga‖ ≤ b(1+η) ∀a∈ d(0,τ− ε). (3)

On the other hand, by construction, for everyz∈ G, we have|Ξ̂(z)| ≤ |z|(1+η):
that holds particularly for elements ofG∩D. Now, since( f − a)(la)− hha = 1,
for all x ∈ D, we havela(x) ∈ G, f (x)− a ∈ K and hencehha(x) belongs toG.
Therefore the inequality applies and shows that|Ξ̂(hha)(x)| ≤ |(hha)(x)|(1+η),
hence by (2) we can derive limU Ξ̂(hha)(x) = 0 ∀a∈ d(0,τ− ε). But sinceΞ̂ is aA-
module linear mapping, we havêΞ(( f −a)ha−1) = ( f −a)ga−1. Consequently,
limU |( f (x)−a)ga(x)−1|= 0 ∀a∈ d(0,τ− ε) and hence( f −a)ga−1 belongs to
J (U). Puttingc= b(1+η), by (3) we are done. �

Theorem III.7 . A is multbijective.

Proof. SupposeA is not multbijective and letM be a maximal ideal which is not
univalent. LetF be the quotient fieldA

M
, let θ be the canonical surjection fromA

ontoF and let‖ . ‖q be the IK-Banach algebra quotient norm ofF. By Corollary
II.2.2 there exists an ultrafilterU onD such thatM = J (U). Thus, there existsψ∈
Mult(A,‖ . ‖) such thatKer(ψ)=M andψ 6=ϕU . Consequently, there existsf ∈A
such thatψ( f ) 6= ϕU( f ), with ψ( f ) 6= 0, ϕU( f ) 6= 0. We shall check that we may
also assumeψ( f ) < ϕU( f ). Indeed, supposeψ( f ) > ϕU( f ). Let g ∈ A be such
that θ(g) = θ( f )−1. Then we can see thatψ(g) = ψ( f )−1, ϕU(g) = (ϕU( f ))−1,
thereforeψ(g) < ϕU(g). Thus, we may assumeψ( f ) < ϕU( f ) without loss of
generality. Similarly, we may obviously assume that‖ f‖ < 1.

By construction,ϕU factorizes in the formφ1 ◦ θ and similarly,ψ factorizes
in the formφ2 ◦ θ with φ1, φ2 ∈ Mult(F,‖ . ‖q). So, onF we haveφ1(θ( f )) >
φ2(θ( f )).

Let σ = ϕU( f ) and letε ∈]0,σ[. By Proposition III.6, there existsc > 0 such
that, for everya∈ d(0,σ−ε), there existsga ∈ A satisfying( f −a)ga−1∈ M and
‖ga‖ ≤ c. Now,θ(ga) = (θ( f −a))−1. Thus,‖(θ( f −a))−1‖q ≤ c∀a∈ d(0,σ−ε).
Therefore, by applying Proposition III.2 to the Banach IK-algebraF, we can see
that there existsy ∈ F such thatφ1(y) = 1,φ2(y) = 0. Therefore, takingg ∈ A
such thatθ(g) = y, we getϕU(g) = 0, ψ(g) = 1, a contradiction to the hypothesis
Ker(ϕU) = Ker(ψ). This finishes showing thatA is multbijective. �

Corollary III.7.1 . For everyφ ∈ Multm(A,‖ .‖) \Mult1(A,‖ . ‖), there exists a
coroner ultrafilterU such thatφ( f ) = limU | f (x)| ∀ f ∈ A.

Corollary III.7.2 . Mult1(A,‖ .‖) is dense in Multm(A,‖ .‖).
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Corollary III.7.2 together with Theorem III.7 in [11] obviously suggests the fol-
lowing conjecture:

Conjecture. Mult1(A,‖ .‖) is dense in Mult(A,‖ .‖).

Acknowledgement. I am very grateful to Bertin Diarra for many advises and to
Jesus Araujo for letting me know his nice proof of Theorem III.7 in [11]
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